Analytical and graphical methods for the solution of one problem of transport logistics
Logistics transportation
a system for organizing the movement of goods, with the choice of the optimal route, reducing the time and costs money.
Cargo transportation takes over the entire range of organizational issues in the field of transport logistics related to the transportation and safety products [1] .
Logistics the science of the movement of goods, controlled by a material flow and information [2] . Transport logistics all steps from planning to organization and control of cargo transportation from getting to the final place of delivery of the item and from the source to consumer [3] .
transport logistics tasks consist of: -choosing the type and mode of transport; -planning of transport processes; -ensuring the unity of the whole process; -preparation of optimal transportation routes.
To determine the total cost of transportation (S), it is necessary to know: 1) Fuel consumption for 1 liter;
2) The salary of the driver; 3) Amortization.
In this paper, we solve the problem of logistics below these farms, Kostanay region, Arkalyk city. Name of farms, the volume of the harvest and transportation, and storage in the following 
Transportation cost: There is fuel consumption table depending on the distance from the A i to B j to and from B j to A i (back and forth) and determination the cost of transportation for one flight (Table 4) .
T a b l e 4
The first reference transportation plan by building a north-west corner Р е п о з и т о р и й К а р Г У Total cost of transportation:
c ij .
x ij = 10, 5 · 74 + 6, 5 · 77 +4 · 77 +6, 5 · 78 +2 · 78 + 4 · 74 = 777 + 500, 5 + 308 + 507 + 156 + 296 = 2544, 5(254450 tg).
We verify the plan for optimality. To determine the true value of potential we have to decide the following uncertain system. Building optimal plan transport method of potentials [1] . Building the cycle. Table 5 is as follows:
T a b l e 5 Transportation plan
Verify the plan for optimality. 
We verify the plan for optimality and define the potential indirect value. Tables (1 and  2 ) distribution transportation. To determine the total cost of transportation have used the number of flights from A i in B j and transportation cost.
where k ij the number of flights from A i в B j (roundtrip); c ij cost per flight (roundtrip) Graphic illustration of this problem can be given with the help of graphs. Then the method of bypassing Count can be used to solve this problem. (Tarry algorithm). (Fig. 1-3) . 
As a result, we obtain a bipartite graph with weights. The vertices K 4 -A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 manufacturers. The vertices manufacturers. The vertices K 3 -B 1 , B 2 , B 3 consumers. The vertices consumers. Count G = K 4 · K 3 is also a weighted graph, where the weights are the elements of S. Each arc A i B j directed graph G corresponds to the weight c i j ∈ C 0 Р е п о з и т о р и й К а р Г У
